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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a new design pattern, named Scoreboard, dedicated for applications
solving complex, multi-stage, non-deterministic problems. The pattern provides a computational framework
for the design and implementation of systems that integrate a large number of diverse specialized modules
that may vary in accuracy, solution level, and modality. The Scoreboard is an extension of Blackboard
design pattern and comes under behavioral type. The pattern allows for an integration of multimodal results,
employing early, and/or late fusion paradigms. Additionally, it provides a framework for the evaluation of
the modules, dealing with inconsistency and low accuracy. In this paper, the Scoreboard design pattern is
described with the standardmeta-data model, followed by a sample implementation. This paper also provides
the evaluation results based on experiments and a case study. The evaluation results confirmed the robustness,
modularization, ease of integration, efficiency, and adaptability of the solutions with the Scoreboard pattern
in comparison with the Blackboard pattern and ‘‘no pattern’’ condition. This paper provides also a case
study of Scoreboard application in an integration of emotion recognition results. There are certain complex
problems in modern software engineering which require multi-stage, multi-party, multi-modal solutions,
and non-deterministic control strategies. Among those are natural language processing, image processing,
and emotion recognition, to name just a few. The proposed Scoreboard pattern might be used in the software
addressing the problems, especially in research systems that explore large solution spaces and require runtime
decisions on execution order.

INDEX TERMS Affective computing, Blackboard, design pattern, emotion recognition, early fusion,
integration, late fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION
Patterns have been introduced in the field of software archi-
tecture by Christopher Alexander, who documented reusable
architectural solutions that provide good quality designs [1].
More patterns were proposed and catalogued in late 90’s by
so-called Gang of Four [2]. A design pattern documents a
good practice in software engineering that provides a defined
effect on quality attributes. Design patterns capture solutions
that have developed and evolved over time and are simple
and efficient resolutions to specific problems encountered
in software design. In general, a pattern has four essential
elements: the pattern name that is a handle we can use,
the problem that describes when to apply the pattern, the solu-
tion that describes the elements that make up the design,
their relationships, responsibilities, collaborations and the

consequences as well as trade-offs of applying the pattern [2].
The consequences are critical for evaluating design alter-
natives and for understanding the costs and benefits of
applying the pattern. The consequences for software often
concern trade-offs between time and space and between
re-usability/flexibility and performance. Multiple design pat-
terns were defined in last two decades and modern research
focuses on exploring the consequences and trade-offs they
imply [3]–[6].

There are multiple problems in diverse areas, for which
deterministic solutions are not available. Moreover, some
problems, such as natural language processing [7], [8], object
tracking in videos [9] or emotion recognition [10] require
multifaceted solutions that combine miscellaneous modules
applying diverse approaches. Not only there are several
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competitive components or algorithms to perform selected
sub-tasks, but also a sequence or combination of those sub-
tasks might be unknown at the design stage.

A non-deterministic application model is selected,
when the control flow cannot be precisely defined at a
design or implementation stage [11]. System response and
control flow might be different for distinct input data and
even for identical input data. The latter conditionmight occur,
when the system state varies depending on a sequence of
preceding events. Non-deterministic architectures are fre-
quently used in applications simulating biological or physical
phenomena as well as in complex (multi-phase) recognition
systems [12]–[14].

Implementation of non-deterministic solutions is usually
based on non-deterministic finite state automata that defines
permissible states and transition conditions [15]–[17]. In non-
deterministic automata, more than one transition might be
available for a pair of state and condition. The transition is
then triggered based on random or pseudo-random criteria
and defining the ones is another challenge in system design.
Sometimes during runtime the algorithms are repeatedly
launched in order to search a space of possible solutions. The
complexity of the process depends on the size of the solution
space, number of processing stages as well as quantity of
competing or supplementary algorithms per stage.

Searching large solution space is very inefficient, therefore
in order to limit complexity, some solutions are pro-
posed such as suboptimal decision criteria, reduction of
stages or limitation of algorithms number per stage [18].
As a result, the key challenges faced by architecture
designers of non-deterministic systems might be defined as
follows:

- ease of algorithms’ modification and replacement,
- continuous evaluation of the application and its individ-
ual components (modules and algorithms),

- embedding learning opportunities on the basis of the
current or previous executions (adaptability),

- building confidence of the results and the components
during the application runtime,

- the ability to solve problems using competition or voting
approach (late fusion).

As multiple recognition problems have similar conditions
and challenges, the concept of this research was to address
them proposing a new design pattern that is dedicated to
complex non-deterministic problems. This paper proposes
a new design pattern, called Scoreboard that is dedicated
to software systems that integrate large number of diverse
specialized modules. The proposed design pattern falls into
architectural category, ‘mud to structure’ sub-category and
was called a Scoreboard. It is an extension of the Black-
board design pattern and the main difference is the extension
with continuous evaluation of partial components regarding
inconsistency and accuracy. As a result, the pattern enables
fusion of the results using both early and late paradigm aswell
as spotting an invalid module in the runtime under current
context.

The affective computing application area is the one that
the Scoreboard pattern originated from, however when we
have struggled for greater reuse and flexibility of the emotion
recognition software, we realized that with timewe developed
a more general solution to be applied in multiple systems
design. This paper first introduces the Scoreboard design
pattern to the general public, formally defines it and provides
an evaluation of the design. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides background for proposing a new design
pattern, the scenario that constitutes a problem to be solved
and related work on both fusion in emotion recognition and
evaluation of design patterns. Then the pattern is formally
described in section 3. Section 4 contains thesis decompo-
sition and research methodology of experiments and studies
used for evaluation of the pattern. Section 5 provides the eval-
uation results, followed by discussion of results and validity
of research in section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper with
the suggestion of further applications and further research.

II. RELATED WORK
Works that are mostly related to this research fall into three
categories: (1) research on design patterns, (2) studies on
emotion recognition based on diverse input channels andmul-
timodal fusion and (3) methods for evaluating architectures
of software solutions that constitute research methodology of
this study.

A. DESIGN PATTERNS
Design patterns in software development are used for
reusability, clarity and maintainability in common design
problems [19]. They can also help to understand others’ code
and document best practices [11]. Design patterns for soft-
ware development were extensively explored and described
by Gamma et al. [2], the so-called Gang of Four (GoF),
in 1996. In general, solutions which apply design patterns
should be more flexible, modular, reusable and understand-
able. The qualitative gain obtained by using a pattern depends
on an addressed scenario and a pattern itself. Gamma et al.
divided design patterns into three categories: creational,
structural and behavioral. The creational category patterns
make systems independent of how objects are created, e.g.
Abstract Factory, Prototype, Singleton, Factory Method. The
structural patterns concern how classes and object are com-
posed to larger structures, e.g. Adapter, Decorator, Proxy. The
behavioral patterns concentrate on communication between
objects, e.g. Template Method, Observer. The GoF patterns
are still popular topic in research and practice, as confirmed
by a study of Ampatzoglou [19]. The literature-based study
of GoF design patterns’ pros and cons revealed that in general
more flexibility entails higher complexity. Buschmann et al.
proposed an alternative categorization of patterns, not lim-
ited to object-oriented programming, with the following
categories: Architectural Patterns with subcategories: From
Mud to Structure, Distributed Systems, Interactive Systems,
Adaptable Systems, and Design Patterns with subcategories:
Structural Decomposition, Organization of Work, Access
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Control, Management, Communication and Idioms [11].
Patterns falling into ‘‘From Mud to Structure’’ category
are designed for decomposition of tasks among multiple
cooperating components. Among patterns that fall into this
category one might emphasis Layers pattern, Pipes and Fil-
ters pattern and Blackboard pattern. The latter one supports
non-deterministic solutions for domains that lack standard
approaches. Blackboard pattern supports solutions, in which
problems might be decomposed and each fraction might
be solved by an independent specialized component. The
Blackboard pattern was first used in HEARSAY-II system
for speech recognition [20]. The system consisted of several
components for word tagging, syntax analysis, vocabulary
spelling check, acoustic analysis of phones, syllables, words
and phrases and so on. At the time there was no consis-
tent algorithm that combined all the necessary procedures
for recognizing speech, moreover issues of ambiguities of
spoken language, noisy data, and the individual peculiar-
ities of speakers had to be addressed. The solution was
non-deterministic, multifaceted system and the Blackboard
pattern allowed to address the complexity, flexibility and
performance of the design [20]. As the proposed Scoreboard
pattern is an extension of Blackboard pattern, the latter will
be used in the evaluation process for reference.

B. INTEGRATION AND FUSION IN EMOTION
RECOGNITION
There are numerous emotion recognition algorithms that dif-
fer on input information channels, output labels or repre-
sentation models and classification methods [21]. The most
frequently used emotion recognition techniques that might
be considered when designing an emotion monitoring solu-
tion include: facial expression analysis, audio (voice) sig-
nal analysis in terms of modulation, textual input analysis,
physiological signals as well as behavioral patterns analysis
[22]. As literature on affective computing tools is very broad
and has already been summarized several times, for a more
extensive bibliography on affective computing methods, one
may refer to Poria et al. [22], Gunes and Schuller [23], or
Zeng et al. [24].

Multichannel observation of human emotions is applied in
the following domains: usability and user experience evalua-
tion [25]–[27], educational software and resources designed
for e-learning [28]–[30], affect-aware games and other intel-
ligent personalized systems [31]–[33], and in optimization
of processes [31], [34]–[36]. Although it might seem that
the domain of affective computing is well established and
there are even some off-the-shelf solutions, the reliability,
accuracy and granularity of emotion recognition is still a
challenge [37].

The best recognition results are obtained when fusing
information from diverse input channels and early versus late
fusion is distinguished [30]. In early fusion methods fea-
tures derived from independent input channels are combined
to create a common feature vector for classification [38].
Late fusion combines the classification results provided

by separate classifiers for every input channel; however,
this requires some mapping between emotion representation
models used as classifier outputs [39]. The latter approach
allows to integrate algorithms using a black-box approach.

Hupont et al. [39] claim that multimodal fusion improves
robustness and accuracy of human emotion analysis. They
observed that current solutions mostly use one input channel
only and integration methods are ad-hoc designed.

Gunes and Piccardi provide a comparison of early and
late fusion solutions. In their experiments they used facial
expression and body gestures channel. The better recognition
accuracy was achieved using the integrated solutions. The
better of the two methods was early fusion, but authors sus-
pect that the effect could be caused by too small training set.
Gunes and Piccardi [38] propose to consider also a com-
bination of the two approaches – a hybrid fusion. Another
example of comparison of both methods is Poria et al.
research. Both methods don’t significantly differ in accuracy,
but decision-level is much faster – is more parallelizable [40],
can improve robustness [41] and is feature-independent [42].

Hybrid fusion combine feature-level and decision-level
fusion methods, which is opt by researchers to exploit the
advantages of both methods and overcome the disadvantages
of each [22]. In this kind of method, often one input chan-
nel can be used by two or more classifiers, as in feature
level, and results from both are integrated as in decision
level [41], [43].

Some major challenges in multimodal affect analysis that
were raised by different authors and need to be addressed, are
as follows:

- robustness (continuous data from real noisy sensors may
generate incorrect data) [22];

- accuracy and overall performance requirements, which
restrict the usefulness of such systems in practical
applications [22];

- effective modeling and processing of temporal
information - time scale and synchronization of
modalities [42], [44];

- optimal weight assignment to the different
modalities [44];

- adaptability (context-dependent evaluation of temporary
results, temporal unavailability of input channels) [44].

Solving selected from the above challenges was one of the
reasons behind proposing the Scoreboard design patern.

C. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN EVALUATION
METHODS AND METRICS
Each design pattern was proposed for solving challenges of
certain scenario, but application of the one might compro-
mise other quality criteria. Evaluation methods of the design
and design patterns include defining quality criteria and/or
a procedure of evaluation and both qualitative and quantita-
tive approaches were proposed. The goal of the evaluation
is to estimate the potential of the designed architecture to
facilitate or inhibit the achievement of the required quality
attributes.
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Ampatzoglou used ISO 9126 as reference model for
software quality, which contains an extensive list of quality
attributes [19]:

- functionality, which includes suitability, accuracy,
interoperability,

- reliability, which includes maturity, fault tolerance,
recoverability,

- usability, which includes understandability, learnability,
operability, attractiveness,

- efficiency, which includes time behavior, resources,
utilization,

- maintainability, which includes analyzability, change-
ability, stability, testability,

- portability, which includes adaptability, installability,
co-existence, replicability.

Apart from ISO standard, software engineering communi-
ties proposed diverse quality attributes to evaluate software
systems designs. For example Losavio and Chirinos ana-
lyzed three models: ISO 9126 [45], Dromey [46] and
ABAS (Attribute-Based Architectural Styles) [47], and
derived the attributes of portability, extensibility, adaptability,
functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability,
abstraction, robustness, performance and modifiability [48].

Meyer describes the ‘good’ system (in terms of design)
as being fast, reliable, easy to use, readable, modular and
structured [49]. He proposed a list of external quality
attributes including correctness, robustness, extendibility,
reusability, compatibility, efficiency, portability, ease of use,
functionality and timeliness.

Modularity by Meyer, covers the combination of
extendibility, reusability and flexible factors. The compo-
nents need to be self-contained and organized in stable archi-
tectures [49]. This should help designers produce software,
which elements are connected by a coherent, simple structure.
Among criteria and metrics classified by Meyer two are
commonly used: coupling and cohesion.

Coupling is a measure, which represents the strength of
interconnection between two ormoremodules [50]. Coupling
is influenced by: type of connection between modules, com-
plexity of the interface, information flow type and connection
binding time. A number of metrics were proposed for the cou-
pling attribute: Coupling between Objects (CBO), Response
for Class (RFC), Message Passing Coupling (MPC), Data
abstraction Coupling (DAC), Ce and Ca (efferent and afferent
coupling), Coupling factor (COF), Information flow based
coupling (ICP), Inheritance based coupling As ICP (IHICP),
Non Inheritance based coupling As ICP (NIHICP), Polymor-
phic ally invoked methods (PIM), Export coupling version
of PIM (PIM_EC) and Average number of parameters per
method (NPAVG) [51].

Cohesion by Yourdon and Constantine is a measure, which
represents degree of functional relatedness of elements within
single module [50]. In object paradigm, a class is a nat-
ural cohesive entity as all properties and operation should
be packaged for one purpose only. A number of metrics
were proposed for the cohesion attribute, including: Lack of

Cohesion in Methods (LCOM), Tight class cohesion (TCC),
Loose class cohesion (LCC), Connectivity (Co) and variation
on LCOM5 (Coh) [51].

Cohesion and coupling are interrelated and the most desir-
able combination is a high cohesion of individual modules
and a loose coupling between the modules.

Selected quality attributes are used in this paper in evalua-
tion of the Scoreboard design pattern consequences.

Apart from quality attributes and metrics, some meth-
ods (processes) are defined for evaluation of architectural
approaches. Babar et al. classified a number of methods
including: Scenario-based Architecture Analysis Method
(SAAM), Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM),
Active Reviews for Intermediate Design (ARID), SAAM for
Evolution and Reusability (SAAMER), Architecture-Level
Modifiability Analysis (ALMA), Architecture-Level Predic-
tion of Software Maintenance (ALPSM), Scenario-Based
Architecture Reengineering (SBAR), SAAM for Complex
Scenarios (SAAMCS) and integrating SAAM in domain-
Centric and Reuse-based development (ISAAMCR) [52].

Some of the SA evaluation methods are being pro-
moted as architectural design and analysis methods, e.g.,
ATAM [52], [53] and Quality Attribute- oriented SA design
method (QASAR) [11].

The most mature methods, SBAR and ATAM, suggest
considering multiple quality attributes and performing some
trade-off analysis and this approach was chosen in this study.
According to Babar et al. only two of the surveyed methods,
ATAM and ALMA reached sufficient applicability level [52].

From the methods listed above, following Barbar’s rec-
ommendation, ATAM method was applied in this study to
evaluate the Scoreboard design pattern.

III. SCOREBOARD DESIGN PATTERN DESCRIPTION
The formal description of the pattern follows, according to
meta-data model proposed by GoF [2]. Whenever we refer to
the pattern name, it is written in standard font, while names
of the classes are written in italic.

A. PATTERN NAME
Scoreboard

B. PATTERN CLASSIFICATION
Architectural pattern (Mud to structure subtype)

C. INTENT
Scoreboard design pattern is dedicated to non-deterministic
problems with large potential solution spaces that require
integration of multiple multi-faceted algorithms. Especially
it might be useful in experimental systems that are developed
in an iterative manner and the components are frequently
optimized and updated. Application of the Scoreboard pattern
not only allows for easier integration of individual results, but
also enables runtime evaluation of the competing components
according to chosen criteria. This feature enables automatic
evaluation, algorithm optimization and adds a learning aspect
(post-hoc or runtime) to the solution.
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Adaptability and learning is possible: (1) on algorithm
level (algorithms might learn and provide more accurate
results), (2) on component level (components might provide
a confidence estimate) and (3) on system level (by com-
paring alternative algorithms’ hypothesis). Natural inclusion
of confidence makes the Scoreboard pattern suitable also
for solutions dealing with uncertainty (as most recognition
systems do). Both early fusion and late fusion paradigms are
supported in the integration of the results.

D. ALSO KNOWN AS
There is no other name.

E. MOTIVATION
Recognition problems share some challenges, including
availability of multiple competing algorithms (classifiers)
that differ in terms of input feature vectors, output model,
accuracies, and performance. As a result the key requirements
of recognition systems architectural design are similar: algo-
rithms’ modification and replacement, integration using early
and/or late fusion, continuous evaluation of the application
and its individual components/algorithms, embedding adapt-
ability and building confidence in uncertain environments.
Sometimes best results are obtained with multiple trials of
diverse configurations and settings.

In such a scenario, there are at least two required features
of the solution: changeability (adaptability) and dynamic
evaluation. Both features are provided with the proposed
Scoreboard pattern - it was designed to easily modify tested
algorithms set, share data among them and evaluate them
(regarding consistency or any other defined criteria) during
runtime.

F. APPLICABILITY
Scoreboard design pattern might be applied in the following
solutions:

- research applications and projects, aiming at evaluation
of the algorithms and their optimization,

- non-deterministic applications, when the order of execu-
tion is unknown at the design stage and space of possible
solutions is extensive,

- solutions that require continuous improvement and eval-
uation of the changes made.

Scoreboard design pattern might be not efficient in:
- projects with time pressure, as it requires additional
implementation effort,

- deterministic applications, when the control flow is
known at the design stage,

- solutions that have high performance requirements,
as continuous evaluation of modules requires processing
time.

G. STRUCTURE
Scoreboard architectural pattern is an extension of design
pattern Blackboard. Both patterns hold similar classes: single
instance of Blackboard class, single instance of Controller

FIGURE 1. Simplified class model of Scoreboard design pattern.

class and multiple instances of Expert class. Blackboard
instance is used to share data among the Experts and Con-
troller instance is responsible for launching Experts and con-
trolling the access to Blackboard instance. The Experts read
Blackboard entries (provided by the other Experts) and add
their entry that might be a next-stage result or a competitive
thesis to the other experts’ claims. As a result, the Blackboard
might holdmultiple claims about the same solution stage. The
problem of integration or evaluation of claims is not solved
within Blackboard pattern and this is one of the reasons
behind an extension to the Scorboard pattern.
The new Scoreboard pattern apart from instances of

Experts, Blackboard and Controller is extended with
3 classes: Scoreboard (single instance), Moderator as a sub-
class of Expert class and an Arbiter (single instance). The
classes and relations are shown on a simplified class model
(Fig. 1). White component are derived from Blackboard
pattern, while grey ones are added by Scoreboard pattern.

The Scoreboard class instance is used to keep evalua-
tions of the algorithms (represented as Expert classes). After
Expert instances submit their claims to Blackboard, Moder-
ator instance is responsible to evaluate multiple claims that
address the same solution stage and propose a concluding
result. Additionally Moderator class might evaluate Experts
by writing to Scoreboard instance. The evaluation might
be based on: known ground-truth or approximate methods,
based for example on consistency among modules. Process-
ing of concluding result from competing claims might follow
any fusion algorithm implemented as Moderator instance.
At this stage, with the addition of Scoreboard and

Moderators instances, the solution allows to continuously
evaluate any stage of the processing towards final results.
However, Scoreboard pattern adds additional class of
Evaluator, which is assigned with another task of choosing
algorithms (Experts) to execute. In the Blackboard pattern
Experts are called with a round-robin scheme and each
round consists of execution of each Expert. This might be
inefficient, if there are criteria to choose among Experts.
In Scoreboard pattern the choice might be based on any
criteria implemented within Evaluator, including accuracy,
performance, or trade-off between them as well as crite-
ria based on runtime evaluation, gathered in Scoreboard
instance. As Moderator might have multiple instances, it is
possible also to test alternative integration and evaluation
strategies.
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H. PARTICIPANTS
The Scoreboard pattern is constituted with 6 classes:

1) BLACKBOARD CLASS
Blackboard class is a central repository (a shared memory
space) used to exchange data among Expert classes. It holds
multiple entries varying from initially preprocessed data,
through all stages of solution up to final results. Each entry,
apart from content (called hypothesis), should hold at least
following metadata: time, author (Expert class), solution
level, uncertainty of hypothesis.

Time stamp might reflect the time of putting the hypothe-
sis, or alternatively, the time of the data recording. The later
approach should be considered if hypothesis are obtained for
time stamped data, which makes metadata time independent
of processing time.

Solution level represents conceptual distance of the
hypothesis from initial data, reflecting stages of processing
towards final result.
Blackboard class is extended in Scoreboard pattern

with additional metadata attribute representing confidence
(or uncertainty) of the provided hypothesis. The attribute
calculation should be based on run-time information on cir-
cumstances that influence reliability of the provided hypothe-
sis. It should not be dependent on overall algorithm accuracy,
but rather should quantify run-time information, e.g. data
partially unavailable, quality of input data, etc.

2) EXPERT CLASS
Expert class represents independent modules, subsys-
tems or algorithms that solve some sub-problem of the final
solution. All Expert instances’ combined results provide
complex solutions to a problem they cannot solve separately.
The concept of expert set is an analogy to human expert
teams that solve complex problems by iterative process of
discussion and knowledge sharing. Expert class provides
a common interface for all competitive and supplementary
algorithms for multiple stages of the solution. There are
two types of expert knowledge processing: providing a next
stage solution (forward reasoning) or alternatively verifying
a solution obtained at the current stage (backward reasoning).

3) CONTROLLER CLASS
Controller class is a single-instance class responsible for con-
trolling the application execution order by granting access to
Blackboard and Scoreboard instances for experts. Practically
the problem could be reduced to choosing the next Expert
to call, however as the appropriate sequence is unknown
at development stage in non-deterministic systems, multiple
strategies might be implemented. Rule-based strategy might
be one of the options, assuming the rules might be defined.
Another option is a simple round-robin scenario that calls
all Experts in iterations in order to check whether they have
anything to add to the solution. The rule-based and round-
robin scenarios for application flow control are known from

Blackboard design pattern. One of the reasons for extension
to Scoreboard pattern was the need formore complex solution
that take into account run-time efficiency of Experts.

4) MODERATOR CLASS
Moderator class is a instantiation of Expert class and inherits
blackboard entry reading and adding functionality. Modera-
tor sub-class new function is to compare and evaluate com-
peting hypothesis (blackboard entries at the same solution
level). Moderator is able to add an integrated result as a
single blackboard entry to share as well as might imple-
ment Expert evaluation function, based on pre-defined labels,
golden solution or consistency among hypothesis.Moderator
writes expert evaluation scores to Scoreboard. Each phase of
processing towards final solution might have an independent
Moderator. AsModerator inherits from Expert class, assess-
ment algorithmsmight be evaluated aswell, which constitutes
a double-loop learning feature.

5) SCOREBOARD CLASS
Scoreboard class is a central repository (a shared memory
space) used to exchange control data, especially about effi-
ciency of Expert classes. The data are then used byController
and Evaluator classes to propose a control flow. Several
scenarios for the Scoreboard organization might be proposed,
from sharing an average result per Expert instance only to
sharing all detailed run-time evaluation entries.

6) EVALUATOR CLASS
Evaluator class is an extension of Controller that might
implement additional evaluation algorithms and complex cri-
teria for choosing next experts to call. Separate Evaluator
class enables easier modification of the algorithms, as well as
a possibility to implement multiple ones. Final scores might
be evaluated by: usage of the Expert data, consistency with
‘‘golden solution’’, inter-expert consistency, etc.

I. COLLABORATIONS
The collaboration scenario is proposed as follows:

1. Controller module is started and runs in iterative mode.
In each iteration Controller module checks whether final
solution (the highest level hypothesis with acceptable
confidence) has been reached. If not, another iteration is
started.

2. Controller module identifies competitive experts that
might be called at the current solution level.

3. In case when multiple experts might be called, Evaluator
algorithms are launched to choose among competitive
Experts.

4. Controller module grants access to Blackboard to the
chosen Expert instance.

5. Expert reads Blackboard state, processes the data and adds
an entry to Blackboard.

6. Expert (if being an instance ofModerator subclass) might
add to Scoreboard entries on evaluations of other Experts.
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7. The iterations continue until a final solution is reached, or,
alternatively, no solution was reached, but no Expert has
anything to add to solution space on Blackboard.

J. CONSEQUENCES
The design pattern application allows to solve some of
the challenges in non-deterministic complex and learning
environments:

- it is possible to use multiple competing algorithms
that are implemented in diverse technologies (using
black-box approach), assuring that a wrapper code
implementing Expert interface exists;

- it is possible to use multiple competing algorithms for
the same processing phase, use them in parallel and
compare results;

- multiple algorithms might be evaluated for run-time
efficiency;

- support for modifiability - algorithms represented as
Expertsmight be easily changed, attached and detached;

- support for re-use - verified algorithms might be used
in all applications based on Blackboard or Scoreboard
design patterns;

- support for evaluation and representation of confidence
(or the opposite - uncertainty).

There are several consequences of using Scoreboard pattern
in the design of the particular system that could be considered
as drawbacks:

- difficulty in testing, especially when significant number
of experts is involved - the Scoreboard inherits this
feature from Blackboard predecessor;

- there is no guarantee for obtaining a satisfactory
solution, which is characteristic for non-deterministic
systems;

- reduced performance when there is no sufficient criteria
that reduces solution space and number of experts to call;

- increased implementation time.

K. IMPLEMENTATION
Implementing the application with Scoreboard design pattern
requires following steps:

1. Detailed definition of problem (analysis of input and
expected result, defining of stop criteria).

2. Definition of solution space (all intermediate solution
stages defined on diverse abstraction levels).

3. Decomposition of the process into stages with clear attri-
bution of results defined as intermediate solution stages).

4. Definition of Blackboard entries form (how data is
shared and hypothesis are represented, how confidence/
uncertainty is represented).

5. Defining criteria for evaluation and selection of experts -
key point would be a criteria that reduces solution space
and/or competing algorithms to call. Definition of Score-
board entries.

6. Decomposing the functionality to experts representing
processing stages (optimally to the point of single expert

Listing 1. Sample code - definition of Expert class interface.

Listing 2. Sample code - definition of Evaluator class interface.

Listing 3. Sample code - definition of Blackboard class interface.

being a transition between two consecutive solution levels,
mixed-level approach is also possible).

7. Definition of control flow and implementation of Con-
troller and Evaluator.

8. Implementation of Experts or Expert wrappers following
the defined interfaces.

L. SAMPLE CODE
Sample code of selected key components follows. Listing 1
provides a definition of Expert class interface with inversion
of control. Listing 2 provides a definition of Evaluator class
interface, while Listing 3 for Blackboard class.
Listing 4 provides sample code of Controller class.
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Listing 4. Sample controller method code.

M. KNOWN USES
Scoreboard design pattern was used in Emotion Monitor
integration solution that enables integration and evaluation of
multimodal emotion recognition algorithms [54].

N. RELATED PATTERNS
Scoreboard design pattern is a direct extension of Blackboard
design pattern, as defined previously. It was intentionally pro-
posed as an extension so it could be used in existing applica-
tions using Blackboard already. Progressing fromBlackboard
to Scoreboard requires: adding memory space (Scoreboard)
and implementation of Moderator/Evaluator modules.

In the Emotion Monitor solution the Scoreboard was com-
bined with Inversion of Control and Dependency Injection
patterns to improve modifiability.

IV. EVALUATION OF SCOREBOARD DESIGN
PATTERN - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. THESIS
This paper proposes a new design pattern, called Score-
board that is dedicated for multi-stage integration of results
provided by solutions developed in diverse technologies.
An additional feature of the pattern is to enable run-time
evaluation of solutions and adjusting to certain context of
use. The design pattern is dedicated to non-deterministic
problems, where exact application flow is hard to define, with
additional option to compare partial results. The pattern is

also suitable for experimental applications design, as enables
comparison and evaluation of multiple algorithms.

As stated above, there are multiple quality metrics that
apply to system design evaluation and no ultimate method to
select them, therefore in this study we apply a goal–question-
metric (GQM) [55] approach to select criteria and metrics for
the evaluation.

Goal: Analyze the architectural design of the inte-
gration solution in order to characterize it with respect
to quality of multi-faceted integration from the point
view of developers relative to themultimodal recognition
challenge.
Question 1: Is the solution modular enough to incor-

porate available (multiple and diverse) recognition algo-
rithms (called experts)?

Question 2: Does the solution allow for easy integra-
tion of the experts results?

Question 3: Is the solution adaptable to changing
runtime circumstances (e.g. temporal unavailability of
expert)?

Question 4: Is the solution robust to (temporar-
ily or persistently) invalid expert injection?

Question 5: Does the design with focus on integra-
tion, compromise efficiency?

The questions are mapped into the following five criteria:
modularization, integration, adaptability, robustness and effi-
ciency. The chosen architectural approach should improve
the first four characteristics (or at least be neutral to those
criteria). As usually improving modularity might compro-
mise efficiency, the latter criteria was added to the evaluation
process and the expectancy is not to compromise performance
significantly. The following definitions of the evaluation cri-
teria were adopted in this study:
Modularization is a feature of the architectural design that

allows to separate logical units (modules, components) that
constitute the solution. Literature mentions high cohesion
and low coupling as standard criteria for evaluation of the
modularization feature [51].
Integration is a feature of the architectural design rep-

resenting ability to combine results coming from diverse
algorithms. The criteria should be understood as ability to
integrate and to provide the results that are not worse than
results from individual experts (algorithms).
Adaptability is a feature of the architectural design that

allows for easy attachment/detachment/swap of algorithms
providing results.
Robustness is a feature of the recognition software that

benefits from proper integration algorithm. If an invalid
expert provides the results for the integration, the final result
should be compromised as little as possible and the invalid
algorithm should be spotted.
Efficiency is the criteria that represents the overhead

of the integration solution. In this study extra lines of
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code (LOC) were provided along with time-based and
memory-based measures.

The main thesis of the paper might be formulated as
follows:

Scoreboard design pattern provides modularization,
integration, robustness, adaptability and efficiency for
non-deterministic applications integrating multiple and
diverse algorithms with large solution space to explore.

According to authors’ knowledge, there are multiple prob-
lems that require multi-faceted multi-technological algo-
rithms and there is no design pattern dedicated to solving such
challenges. If the above thesis is confirmed, the proposed
Scoreboard pattern might be a solution to some multimodal
integration challenges. Detailed operationalization of the cri-
teria as specific metrics is provided with the description of
the experimental design that follows.

B. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY OF THE EVALUATION
STUDY
To verify the research hypothesis that Scoreboard design pat-
tern provides modularization, integration, robustness, adapt-
ability and efficiency for non-deterministic applications,
we used a number of techniques: laboratory experiments,
simulations and a case study.

Two experiments were planned, performed and analyzed.
The experiments were followed by two simulations and a
real case study of Scoreboard pattern application in emotion
monitoring solution.

The difference between simulation and experiment is usu-
ally defined by the use of real objects or real data, however
the border between the two is fuzzy. In this study we use
expression ‘experiment’ whenever the integrated algorithms
are actually processing real data. As experimental setups did
not allowed us to test all scenarios, additional simulations
were performed. By ‘simulations’ in this study we mean that
mock-ups of integrated algorithms were used in order to test
some specific integration scenarios.

As a result, the following components constitute the eval-
uation study:

- Experiment 1. Integration of multiple text-processing
algorithms;

- Experiment 2. Integration of multiple sentiment analysis
algorithms;

- Simulation 1. Specific robustness scenariowithmocked-
up algorithms;

- Simulation 2. Specific scalability scenario with mocked-
up algorithms;

- Case study of Emotion Monitor software layer.
Experiments and simulations allowed to obtain metrics

(quantitative approach), while the case study is evaluated
with ATAM method, which represents qualitative approach
to architecture evaluation.

C. EXPERIMENT 1. INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE
TEXT-PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
Goal of the experiment was to compare architectural sys-
tem construction using Scoreboard design pattern versus
Blackboard-based and no-pattern architecture.

For the experiment three versions of software system of the
same functionality were implemented. The versions differed
in architecture, while performing the same text processing
function, i.e. coding text with multiple letter-to-letter trans-
formations, and using 20 text processing algorithms, each
solving a sub-transformation of the textual input, while the
order of their execution was unknown at design stage. Each
of the algorithms was implemented as an independent Expert
class instance and single execution of each one was nec-
essary to perform text transformation that passes the stop
criteria.

Independent variable in the experiment is architec-
tural approach with values {No-pattern; Blackboard-based,
Scoreboard-based}.

In the experiment modularization and efficiency criteria
were addressed.

For modularization the following metrics were chosen
as dependent variables: (M1) number of distinctive classes;
(M2) methods per class ratio; (M3) LOC per method ratio;
(M4) cyclomatic complexity of methods; (M5) depth of
inheritance; (M6) class coupling; (M7) methods coupling.

The metrics were calculated automatically by the Visual
Studio 2013. The metrics include cyclomatic complexity
measured at method level. The metric was proposed by
McCabe in 1976 [56] and could be calculated for different
languages. At method level cyclomatic complexity should
be less than 10 for each class (classes with values higher
than 20 are prone to errors and their refactorisation should
be considered). Another measure was depth of inheritance
(generally the lower, the better, however a value of 1 indi-
cates no abstraction paradigm was applied, which might
be considered wrong). We calculated also coupling at class
and method level (generally the lower, the better). Cou-
pling at class level should be lower than 10-20 [57], [58].
According [59] measures should be in relative thresholds –
for some percent of classes e.g. 10 for 70% of classes,
22 for 80% [58] etc. Another research gives some ref-
erence statistics for coupling measure: mean 13.4 and
median – 8 [60].

Efficiency might be measured with: theoretical
complexity, execution count or execution time. While
increase of complexity depends on specific algorithm and
data size, and in this study we evaluate integration function
only, the execution count and execution time were chosen as
metrics. Additionally initialization time was calculated along
with execution time. Moreover, as time efficiency sometimes
compromises memory usage, also additional metrics were
defined for memory.

As a result for efficiency the followingmetrics were chosen
as dependent variables: (E1) no of expert executions (count);
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(E2) execution time [s]; (E3) initialisation time [ms];
(E4) paged and non-paged memory used [kB].

The input was standardized: a file with one thousand lines,
each containing up to 2 million characters (about 963 MB)
with each line being an independent task and exactly the
same file used for all architectural approaches. Tests were run
on CPU Intel Pentium C860 3GHz 2 cores, 16 GB RAM,
operating system Windows 10. Test were run during low
system load. Test was repeated 10 times for each architec-
tural approach. Mean execution time and memory usage is
reported along with standard deviation and maximum values.

To sum up, the thesis of the experiment might be for-
mulated as follows: Scoreboard-based architectural approach
provides higher efficiency not compromising modulariza-
tion features compared to Blackboard-based and no-pattern
approaches.

D. EXPERIMENT 2. INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE
SENTIMENT ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS
In order to measure the integration and robustness factors,
an experiment was held that simulated how the integration
solution performs (in terms of emotion recognition accuracy),
with a number of algorithms of diverse accuracy and perfor-
mance. The experiment used 7 versions of opinion mining
algorithms based on textual inputs (6 sets of 40 sentences)
and compared the integrated result with the individual algo-
rithms’ accuracy. The sentiment analysis algorithms were
implemented in C++ as Expert classes and are named
Sentiment with version from 2.0 up to 2.6. The algorithms
were rule-based and dictionary-based (occurrence of words),
however differed in lexicons they used. Lexicons were lists
of affect-annotated words and we used both home-made
lexicons [61], [62] as well as referential ones like
ANEW [63]. An algorithm providing correct annotations
was used as a ‘‘ground truth’’ reference for estimation of
accuracies.

Independent variable in the experiment is archi-
tectural approach with values {Blackboard-based,
Scoreboard-based}.

Adaptability was measured with the following metrics:
(A1) LOC changed to add algorithm to integration;
(A2) LOC changed to remove algorithm from integration;
(A3) LOC changed to modify algorithm integration inter-
face; (A4) no of classes to override to change control flow;
(A5) no of classes to override to change evaluation function;
(A6) LOC required to adjust the new algorithm for integra-
tion, (A7) control overhead - LOC for control mechanisms
only/LOC total (percentage), (A8) communication overhead -
LOC for implementing communication mechanisms/LOC
total (percentage).

Another dependent variable we use in this study for evalu-
ation of integration and robustness criteria is emotion recog-
nition accuracy (after integration) denoted as metric (R1).
In Blackboard-based approach we combine results from
all experts with equal weights, while in Scoreboard-based
scenario the integration algorithm takes into account the

confidence of specific algorithm that was scored during run-
time (by weights of partial results).

Three scenarios of the test were performed: (1) all algo-
rithms scenario (2) three good and one weak algorithms
scenario (3) one good and three weak algorithms scenario.
The first scenario allows to evaluate integration factor, while
the second and third scenario aimed at evaluation of solu-
tion robustness. The aim of the latter two scenarios was to
check, how an integration algorithm would deal with dis-
crepancies among algorithms. The algorithm preferred con-
sistency among experts, and one might propose a number of
alternative approaches. However changes to the algorithm do
not influence the comparison between Blackboard-based and
Scoreboard-based architecture.

To sum up, the thesis of the experiment might be for-
mulated as follows: Scoreboard-based architectural approach
provides higher accuracy of integrated result compared to
Blackboard-based approach.

E. SIMULATION 1
As sentiment mining algorithms tested in experiment 2 did
not differed in accuracy significantly, the scenarios of strong-
weak algorithms combination were inconclusive. Therefore a
simulation was implemented and performed. Simulation used
mocked-up algorithms as Experts that on delay-based basis
returned appropriate (correct/incorrect) sentiment analysis
result. As the algorithm prefers consistency (in a real-case
scenario when the ‘‘ground truth’’ remains unknown)
‘correct’ algorithms generated random quasi-consistent out-
put from (0.2;0.8) range, while ‘incorrect’ algorithm provided
an inconsistent value from (−1; 0) range. The independent
variable was architectural approach with values {Blackboard-
based, Scoreboard-based}, while dependent variables repre-
sented robustness. In such simulation accuracy (R1) could
not be measured (mocked-up algorithms), therefore other two
metrics for robustness were used: (R2) execution count -
number of executions of specific algorithm (the one that was
incorrect, after a number of turns gets a lower and lower score
and should be called less frequently); (R3) score obtained by
an algorithm after all stages have passed.

F. SIMULATION 2
The second simulation was performed in order to evaluate
scalability criteria as a sub-criteria for efficiency. 20 Expert
class instances were generated with a randomized delays
and were grouped into 4 groups of 5 Experts each, with
a comparative mean and sum of delays. Then the integra-
tion algorithm was performed using group 1, group 1+2,
group 1+2+3 and group 1+2+3+4. Expert delays are
provided in Table 1.

The independent variable was architectural approach with
values {Blackboard-based, Scoreboard-based}, while depen-
dent variables was execution time (E2 metric) in millisec-
onds. Tests were executed on CPU Intel Core i5-4200M
2,5GHz 2 cores (with hyper-threading), 4 GB RAM, operat-
ing system Windows 7 Professional during low system load.
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FIGURE 2. Conceptual model of integration solution for Emotion Monitor stand [64].

TABLE 1. Delays for mocked-up algorithms in Simulation 2 (scalability
scenario).

G. CASE STUDY OF EMOTION MONITOR
The Scoreboard design pattern was applied as a foundation
of architecture in a Emotion Monitor stand and this imple-
mentation was used as a case study in this paper. We used
ATAM qualitative approach for evaluation of architectural
design of the Emotion Monitor solution.

In 2013 a project was started at Gdansk University of
Technology (GUT) to build an emotion monitoring stand that
uses existing technologies in order to extend human-systems
interaction with emotion recognition and affective interven-
tion. The Emotion Monitor stand objective was to conduct
experiments on computer users affective states retrieval and
analysis. The stand is equipped with computers, cameras and
a set of biosensors, which allow to monitor user activities
and record multiple user observation channels at the same
time. The concept of the stand assumed combining multiple
modalities used in emotion recognition in order to improve
the accuracy of affect classification [54].

Software layer of Emotion Monitor includes an applica-
tion to store and track biometric data, tools for observation
and recording of video images, keyboard and mouse usage
tracker and user activity logger. Apart from the applications
recording input channels, the main Emotion Monitor’s appli-
cation is the one that combines input channels and multiple
classifiers in order to provide an affective state estimate. The
result might be displayed with diverse visualization tools
(general or dedicated for emotion representations).

Integration of the existing technologies, input channels
and solutions turned out to be very challenging, due to the
following reasons:

(1) The available set of emotion recognition solutions
fluctuates due to the upgrades, limited-time licensing
or acquisition of new solutions;

(2) The emotion recognition solutions differ significantly
in terms of technologies, APIs and execution efficiency;

(3) The solutions differ in emotion representation model
used (output is not compatible and frequently requires addi-
tional mapping);

(4) The solutions differ in terms of reliability of the rec-
ognized emotional state, especially while some of the input
channels they use are temporarily unavailable.

As a result it turned out that the first challenge we had to
face, was proposing the integration layer and proper archi-
tecture to address practical application requirements. The
conceptual model of the Emotion Monitor software layer is
visualized in Fig. 2. Components that use Scoreboard design
pattern classes are marked with dotted line.

The main purpose of the integration solution is to per-
form the integration of emotional activation information from
multiple input channels. One might consider early fusion,
in which the data is combined to create common feature
vectors. This approach has at least two important drawbacks:
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TABLE 2. Coverage of evaluation criteria in experiments and simulations.

timing synchronization and temporary unavailability of input
channels. Late fusion that is based on the integration of the
recognized emotional states from different classifiers suffers
from diverse emotion representation models and lack of map-
ping between them. Facial expression analysis algorithms for
emotion recognition use Ekman’s Facial Coding System and
provide six basic emotions as a result. The biosignals are
best in recognition of the arousal dimension of emotional
state, and not the valence (positive and negative experience
might cause the same activation of the nervous system). The
integration solution of the stand supports mainly the late
fusion approach [64].

In Emotion Monitor software layer Scoreboard design pat-
tern is implemented as follows:

- Emotion recognition algorithms and of-the-shelf solu-
tions are implemented using Experts class interface.
Implementation supports algorithms written in Python,
Java, C++ or C# programming language and addition-
ally any external program, communicating by command
line might be attached. We have already successfully
integrated Java, C++ and C# classifiers as well as exter-
nal batch program for emotion recognition. As the inte-
gration tool is written in C#, the C# algorithms (experts)
don’t require a wrapper class. For the other technologies
wrappers were implemented. Only wrapper implemen-
tation for Python language was not verified, because we
lack emotion recognition algorithms in this technology.

- Blackboard and Scoreboard are implemented using a
RabbitMQ component and potentially each solution that
is able to communicate with the queue system might
be integrated. Experts are expected to work on input
channels data and send their hypothesis on a human
emotional state along with a time stamp and evaluation
of confidence. The data provided by the Experts are
shared. Experts might share a final outcome as well as
some intermediate results.

- Moderator class instance uses a number of techniques
and design approaches to provide an agreed, reliable
result. One of the aspects of the integration is the

evaluation of Experts results consistency and accuracy
in a certain context.

- The application directly supports late fusion to integrate
hypothesis on an emotional state, however early fusion
and hybrid fusion approaches are possible, although
were not used in this study.

- The final emotion states and experts scores are accessi-
ble via API, which enables multiple presentation forms.

Evaluation of the Emotion Monitor architecture was per-
formed. First, the modularization and adaptability met-
rics were provided. We also applied ATAM qualitative
method for multifaceted evaluation of architectural design.
We have chosen ATAMmethod based on the literature review
(Section 2.3) as the one that allows to consider multiple
quality attributes and architectural approaches and to perform
some trade-off analysis.

H. COVERAGE OF CRITERIA
Only selected criteria are covered by specific experiment or
simulation. Table 2 presents coverage (with+ indicating that
this criteria was covered). Additionally tables with results
were referenced. Please note that experiments’ and simula-
tions’ results are reported with quantitative metrics, while
case study results are reported also with descriptive scenarios
and architectural approaches of qualitative nature.

V. RESULTS
Results are organized under criteria, while all tables are
clearly named with experiment or simulation number that
were the sources of the data. Please refer to Table 2 while
looking for specific experiment/simulation results.

A. MODULARIZATION
In the first experiment Scoreboard-based architecture
was compared with Blackboard-based one and no-pattern
solution. The modularization metrics results obtained in
Experiment 1 are provided in Table 3. Metrics are not evenly
distributed throughout the code, therefore mean, standard
deviation and maximum values were provided for the metrics
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TABLE 3. Modularization metrics in Experiment 1 with text processing
algorithms.

apart from M1 (class count). The lower values are better for
all metrics M1- M7.

No-pattern architecture is the simplest one. It has the low-
est values of class count (M1), LOC per method ratio (M3) as
well as cyclomatic complexity of methods (M4). Blackboard-
based architecture has one more class, while Scoreboard-
based architecture has 3 more classes and the solutions are
more complex with regard to no-pattern solution. The solu-
tion based on Blackboard pattern scores lower for class and
method coupling (M6-M7). The solution based on Score-
board pattern has the lowest depth of inheritance (M5), while
class and method coupling is better with regard to no-pattern
condition.

Modular architectures should exhibit low coupling. The
modularization metrics from the experiment do not show a
preferred solution - some trade-offs between architectures are
identified instead. More complexity is obtained with lower
coupling between classes and methods.

The same modularization metrics were measured for the
case study (implementation of emotion recognition solu-
tion) and are provided in Table 4. Please note that the
distribution of metrics values is not even nor close to
normal among classes and methods. Means and standard
deviations in that condition might be misleading, how-
ever were provided for comparability with experiment 1
architectures.

TABLE 4. Modularization metrics of emotion monitor implementation
(Case study).

Case study of Emotion Monitor allows to evaluate modu-
larization in a more complex, real-life solution. The chosen
architectural approach allowed for:

- separation of emotion recognition algorithms from com-
munication and control;

- independence of emotion recognition algorithms from
each other (no knowledge nor communication is
required for the modules to operate);

- separation of emotion estimates integration function
(in Moderator class);

- independent evaluation of modules (in Arbiter class).
Although in Emotionmonitor class count (M1) is similar to

the solutions in experiment 1, the other metrics exhibit some
differences. Class and method coupling (M6-M7) preferred
values should be lower than 10, which is true on the average,
however there are 2 classes with a coupling metrics higher
than 20.

Average methods per class ratio (M2) in the application
is equal to 5.52, while LOC per method ratio (M3) has a
mean of 22 and a maximum of 188. The depth of inheritance
is not higher than 4, while coupling of classes and methods
acceptable. The maximum value of coupling (M6) occurred
in the communication class, which uses a number of external
libraries. 19 out of 25 classes have one or none dependencies.

To sum up, the metrics show that Scoreboard-based solu-
tion is modular and comparable in terms of modularization to
Blackboard-based and no-pattern condition.

B. INTEGRATION
Integration is a quality feature that represents: the ability
of the system to integrate diverse solutions. The diversity
might result from algorithms, modalities, technologies etc.
Integration feature could be evaluated in terms of correctness,
performance and ease-of-use. Integration is connected with
other quality features and in experiment 2 with sentiment
analysis algorithms multiple metrics were measured, but not
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TABLE 5. Accuracy of integrated and partial results in Experiment 2 with
sentiment analysis algorithms.

all are presented in this section. Ease of use is mostly related
to adaptability and is presented in section 5.3, while perfor-
mance in section 5.5. In table 5 we present results of the
integration measured in terms of correctness - accuracies in
this case. Accuracies are provided for each of the integrated
algorithms as well as for Blackboard-based integration results
and Scoreboard-based integration results.

Integration feature was tested on multiple versions of sen-
timent analysis algorithm from text and multiple versions of
affect-annotated lexicons, as described in section 4.4.

Integrated results in most cases, both for Scoreboard-based
and Blackboard-based architectures, were better than indi-
vidual algorithms, which confirms observations from previ-
ous research. In the case of Blackboard-based solution all
algorithms results were taken into account, as no information
is available to differentiate between them. In Scoreboard-
based solution selection of algorithms’ results to be blended
depends on the algorithm score, as gathered in Scoreboard
class. The scores are results of the previous executions (prob-
ability of inclusion depending on the score).

When algorithms are dynamically selected by score,
the accuracies are better than when blending all algorithms
results. This allows the integration function for run-time
adaptation to changing circumstances.

The data allows to accept the thesis that the Scoreboard-
based architecture provides better integration results in terms
of accuracy. More adaptability and performance metrics from
the experiment are provided in the following sections.

C. ADAPTABILITY
Adaptability in this study is understood as a feature of
the architectural design that allows for easy attachment/
detachment/swap of algorithms providing results.
Table 6 presents adaptability metrics from experiment 2 with
sentiment analysis algorithms.

TABLE 6. Adaptability metrics (A1-A6) in Experiment 2 with sentiment
analysis algorithms.

Adaptability is measured with metrics representing size
of code (lines of code, class count) that needs to be
changed/added in order to adapt the software to a desired
change. The lower the values of metrics, the better adapt-
ability of the solution. Experiment 2 reveals no difference
between Blackboard-based and Scoreboard-based architec-
ture. For both solutions metric values are low (1 line of code
or one class to be changed) due to the chosen approach of
‘inversion of control’ - algorithms are defined in external
configuration file and launched by injection. All modules
must be defined in configuration file with the following
parameters: services – determines function of a module:
expert, moderator or arbiter module, to – indicates class of
module for execution, type – type of inclusion, used only in
experts modules. Each configuration file must define at least
one expert for Blackboard-based approach and at least one
expert, one moderator, one arbiter module for Scoreboard-
based approach. This approach is representing late binding
paradigm and is preferable to adaptability criteria.

If an algorithm is an external one (emotion recogni-
tion algorithm from other technology, launched by API
or launched in command line), it requires adaptation for inte-
gration and A6 metric provides the estimated LOC count for
the algorithm adjustment.Metric A6might be not informative
enough - it is an absolute value with no reference to total
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TABLE 7. Adaptability metrics (overheads A7-A8) in Experiment 2 with
sentiment analysis algorithms.

TABLE 8. Adaptability metrics (overheads for diverse technologies) in
Emotion Monitor case study.

code size, therefore additional metrics A7 and A8 were
counted for the sentiment analysis algorithms in experiment 2
that represented control and communication overhead as a
relative value (to total code size) - see Table 7.

The values provided in Table 7 are valid for both
Scoreboard-based and Blackboard-based architecture. as
experts were treated with black-box approach, the adaptation
requires an implementation of a wrapper, which is exactly the
same for both architectural approaches. At this layer of the
solution there is no difference between the two approaches.

The algorithms in experiment 2 were all implemented
with C++. In case study of Emotion Monitor more emo-
tion recognition solutions were taken into account, including
solutions in Java and C#, as well as external software that
required cross-technology wrappers. Table 8 presents adapt-
ability metrics A7 and A8 for the algorithms in Emotion
Monitor: with S 2.3 sentiment analysis algorithm, Sam1 and
Sam2 emotion recognition algorithms written in Java,
FERT and FERT 2 algorithms based on facial expression
analysis and two external solutions: FR - Noldus Face Reader
off-the-shelf software merged by API and XE - external
software launched from command line.

Please note that all of the different emotion recogni-
tion solution technologies were merged successfully in
Scoreboard-based architecture of Emotion Monitor.

The additional goal of Emotion Monitor study was to eval-
uate the overhead of the integration and evaluation solution
above the isolated emotion recognition code. Algorithms in
following technologies: C++, Java and C# were measured
in order to provide an estimate of the overhead.

The overhead on control flow varies from 6% up to 35%,
while the overhead on communication – from 23% op to 49%.
The algorithms used in this study are rather simple ones and
therefore in some cases the overhead is quite significant.
However, the overhead measured in LOC is (almost) constant
for certain technology, which might be a good prerequisite
for scalability of the solution. Moreover, the integration code
developed for one algorithmmight be re-used for another one
in the same technology.

As a result, the observations concerning adaptability might
be formulated as follows:

- emotion recognition algorithms are easily attached,
detached or modified without influencing others;

- complexity of algorithms adaptation for integration with
the solution depends mainly on technology;

- integration function and evaluation function are replace-
able without influencing emotion recognition solutions;

The quantitative data and qualitative observations allow
to accept the thesis that the chosen architecture is adaptable
and Scoreboard-based architecture is at the same adaptability
level as Blackboard-based one, which was used as a reference
in this study.

D. ROBUSTNESS
In section 5.2 we reported results of integration in
experiment 2, showing benefits of Scoreboard-based archi-
tectural approach. This section reports robustness, which
is understood in this study as a feature of the recognition
software that benefits from proper integration algorithm by
limited influence of ‘‘faulty’’ expert on the final solution.
The feature was evaluated within experiment 2 by choosing
specific subsets of emotion recognition software. Results of
scenario 1 (integration of results from all algorithms) was
already shown in Table 5. Table 9 and 10 report results of
two other scenarios that combine a limited number (4) of
‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ algorithms.

Please note that in the case of experiment 2 with sentiment
analysis algorithms the algorithms have similar accuracies.
The one ‘‘weaker’’ for the first set of sentences (S2.3) was
actually ‘‘stronger’’ for the third set. Robustness feature is
however represented with a better accuracy score for blended
result. For sentence sets: 1, 2, 5 and 6 the integrated result
is better or as good as the best algorithm result (in accuracy).
For the sentence set 3 and 4 the integrated result is worse than
the best of the algorithms, but still better than the other two.

In the second combination of sentiment analysis algo-
rithms for the sentence sets: 1, 3 and 6 the integrated result is
better or as good as the best algorithm result. For the sentence
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TABLE 9. Accuracy of emotion recognition from text as an estimate of
robustness characteristics (Experiment 2 Scenario 1).

TABLE 10. Accuracy of emotion recognition from text as an estimate of
robustness characteristics (Experiment 2 Scenario 2).

TABLE 11. Robustness metrics in Simulation 1 with mocked-up
algorithms.

set 2, 4 and 5 the integrated result is worse than the best of
the algorithms, but still better than the other two. Please note
that even if one of the algorithms was unable to provide a
result (algorithm S2.2.2 for Set 2), the solution was still able
to provide a result combining the ones that were available.
This shows that robustness feature might be also understood
as ability to provide a score despite temporal unavailability
of some results/some algorithms/some observation channels.

Because the sentiment analysis algorithms in experiment 2
were close in terms of accuracy, we have performed a simula-
tion that aimed at showing the scenario of larger discrepancies
between the accuracy of integrated algorithms, as described
in section 4.5. Table 11 presents execution count (R2 metric)
as well as score achieved by an algorithm (R3 metric) from
simulation 1.

TABLE 12. Efficiency metrics in Experiment 1 with text processing
algorithms.

In the simulation execution was performed 100 times to
get more significant observations, as the choice is not set,
but randomized with probabilities based on the scores of
specific experts. The defective expert was quickly spot and
after 100th run got it score of 0,46. As a result, it was chosen
for execution only 42 times, while the others were executed
more intensively.

The integration function is not perfect, as it was mainly
based on the consistency of the provided results. Therefore
one strong algorithm vote weights less than three votes of
weak algorithms. One might consider better evaluation and
integration functions and in the solution of Emotion Monitor
integration it requires changing one class only.

As a result, the observations concerning integration and
robustness might be formulated as follows:

- integrated results are slightly more accurate than the
ones of individual algorithms, assuming, the proportion
of ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ algorithms is balanced;

- it is possible to automatically spot the low-accuracy
algorithm on the run and to adapt the frequency of its
execution.

The observations allow to accept the thesis that the chosen
architecture provides integration and some robustness to low
accuracies in emotion recognition.

E. EFFICIENCY
Optimization of software architecture according to quality
criteria, such as adaptability or modularity, might com-
promise performance. Therefore in experiment 1 with text
processing algorithms performance metrics were gathered.
The results for Scoreboard-based, Blackboard-based and no-
pattern architectures are presented in Table 12.

There were 20 algorithms in each solution, which should
work in a certain order, which was unknown a priori. The best
(optimal) solution required exactly one execution on each
algorithm. 1000 different inputs were taken as test cases.
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TABLE 13. Efficiency metrics in Simulation 2 with mocked-up algorithms
(scalability scenario).

Execution times (E2 metric), both average and maximal,
are the lowest for Scoreboard-based architectural approach
with regard to both Blackboard and no pattern solution. This
might be explicitly assigned to the number of expert algo-
rithms execution (see E1 metric).

The Scoreboard-based solution learns the order by giv-
ing scores for previous algorithm. After training period
(100 inputs processed - the number is configurable), each
algorithm has already a score stored in Scoreboard instance
and the score is used for determining the preferred order.

In Blackboard-based approach, each algorithm is launched
at least once. In the approach, the first round is necessary to
determine the order of experts (partial data - 5% if input - are
processed for evaluation), and then specific order is executed.
One might propose another algorithm for determining the
order, however, still is shall be executed each time, as there is
no place to store the evaluation data for the following inputs.
In no-pattern reference condition, algorithms were executed
in randomized order. Execution count marked with ∗ denotes
partial executions, while the other number reflects execution
on entire input.

The Blackboard-based solution had the lowest execu-
tion count only for entire input execution. For both, par-
tial and entire input processing, count is preferable for
Scoreboard-based approach. The difference is also reflected
in execution times (E2 metric). Please note that initializa-
tion time (E3 metric) is the longest for Scoreboard-based
approach, as additional classes must be initialized. Memory
used is the highest for no-pattern approach, the lowest for
Blackboard-based approach and medium for Scoreboard-
based architecture.

Another simulation was performed in order to evalu-
ate scalability criteria as a sub-criteria for efficiency (see
section 4.6 for simulation description). The Scoreboard-
based and Blackboard-based solutions were executed
with mocked-up algorithms. The results are presented
in Table 13 and Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. Scalability - growth of execution time as a function of expert
count.

Execution time grows with expert count for both archi-
tectural solutions, however the growth rate is lower for
Scoreboard-based solution. For Blackboard-based architec-
ture it is quasi-linear (nlogn), while for Scoreboard-based it
is sub-linear (loglogn). Please note that this metrics does not
reflect computational complexity, as n is not an input size, but
experts count instead.

The observations allow to accept the thesis that the
Scoreboard-based architecture provides some improvement
to performance in terms of execution time and scalability.

F. CASE STUDY QUALITATIVE EVALUATION WITH
ATAM METHOD
Apart from quantitative experiments and simulations, a case
study of Emotion Monitor was analyzed in detail with qual-
itative ATAM method. The method requires three steps:
(1) defining scenarios to fulfill by the solution, (2) defin-
ing architectural approaches that constitute a solution and
(3) mapping the approaches to the scenarios in order to
identify non-risks (supported scenarios), risks (scenarios that
might be compromised) and sensitivity points (trade-offs).
The scenarios for Emotion Monitor are provided in Table 14.
The scenarios are attributed to the defined criteria, for com-
patibility with quantitative analysis.

The next step of ATAM method was to identify key archi-
tectural approaches that constitute a solution under evalua-
tion. Fourteen architectural approaches were defined, out of
which five (AA1-AA5) characterize both Blackboard-based
and Scoreboard-based approach, additional two (AA6, AA7)
are results of Blackboard pattern only and another seven
(AA8-AA14) might be attributed to Scoreboard-based solu-
tion only. Table 15 describes architectural approaches in
detail.

Next step of ATAM method is to map scenarios to archi-
tectural approaches. The mapping results are summarized
in Table 16 with plus assigned to non-risks (scenario sup-
ported by an architectural approach), minus assigned to risks
(scenario is compromised by an architectural approach) and
asterix assigned to sensitivity points. If sensitivity point
involves more than one scenario, it identifies a trade-off.
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TABLE 14. ATAM method scenarios descriptions.

Analysis of the ATAM method map in Table 16 led us
to identify a number of consequences of Scoreboard-based
architecture. First of all, all modularity and adaptability

TABLE 15. ATAM method architectural approaches descriptions.

scenarios are fulfilled supported by the solution due to
both Blackboard-based and Scoreboard-based architectural
approaches. Among integration scenarios two benefit from
Blackboard-to-Scoreboard extension, i.e. late fusion and
dealing with inconsistency. The main benefits are identified
within robustness and efficiency scenario sets - Scoreboard-
based approaches allow to support those scenarios, which
Blackboard-based approaches compromises.

Qualitative analysis of EmotionMonitor case study mostly
supports the observations from quantitative experiments and
simulations.

VI. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. MAIN FINDINGS
Scoreboard architectural pattern is an extension of design
pattern Blackboard. Both patterns hold similar classes: single
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TABLE 16. ATAM method map of scenarios supported by architectural approaches.

instance of Blackboard class, single instance of Controller
class and multiple instances of Expert class. The problem
of integration or evaluation of claims was not solved within
Blackboard pattern and this is one of the reasons behind
an extension to the Scorboard pattern. The new Scoreboard
pattern apart from instances of Experts, Blackboard and
Controller is extended with 3 classes: Scoreboard (single
instance), Moderator as a sub-class of Expert class and an
Arbiter (single instance).

In order to verify the integration solution based on the
proposed Scoreboard design pattern a number of studies were
performed: two experiments, two simulations and a qualita-
tive analysis of a case study. The results of Scoreboard design
pattern evaluation might be summarized as follows:
1. Scoreboard-based solution is modular and comparable in

terms of modularization to Blackboard-based condition,
which was used as a reference in this study. It is possible
to use multiple competing algorithms for the same pro-
cessing phase, use them in parallel and compare results.

2. Scoreboard-based architecture provides better integration
results in terms of accuracy. Integrated results are slightly
more accurate than the ones of individual algorithms and

Blackboard-based integration, assuming the proportion of
‘strong’ and ‘weak’ algorithms is balanced. The results
blend into the observations made in the related research so
far: the late fusion provides better results than individual
algorithms. Both early fusion and late fusion are directly
supported by Scoreboard design pattern.

3. The Scoreboard-based architecture is adaptable and in
terms of adaptability comparable to Blackboard-based
one. Algorithms are easily attached, detached or mod-
ified without influencing others and complexity of the
algorithms adaptation for integration with the solution
dependsmainly on technology.Moreover, both integration
function and evaluation function are replaceable without
influencing the rest of the solution.

4. Multiple algorithms (for integration functions, evaluation,
emotion recognition or other processing task) might be
evaluated for run-time efficiency. Learning and adaptabil-
ity to changing circumstances (channel availability, emo-
tion recognition depending on context and environment,
etc.) are built into Scoreboard pattern. It directly supports
continuous evaluation of the application and its individ-
ual components (modules and algorithms) and building
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confidence of the results and the components during the
application runtime.

5. Scoreboard-based approach provides some robustness to
invalid (permanently or temporarily) algorithms, tem-
porarily unavailable input channels, temporarily missing
algorithm availability. it is possible to automatically spot
the low-accuracy algorithm on the run and to adapt the
frequency of its execution.

6. There are some trade-offs regarding Scoreboard design
pattern - qualitative attributes such as adaptabil-
ity or robustness are obtained with some cost on perfor-
mance. The efficiency of the Scoreboard-based solution is
lower than sequential execution of algorithms, as commu-
nication and control flow overhead exists. The efficiency
might be improved by parallel execution or balancing the
number of experts to execute.
The quantitative data and qualitative observations allow

to accept the thesis that Scoreboard design pattern provides
modularization, integration, robustness, adaptability and effi-
ciency for non-deterministic applications integratingmultiple
and diverse algorithms with large solution space to explore.

B. THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Scoreboard design pattern is dedicated for integration in
experimental systems, in systems with a large solution space
to explore, systems performing under uncertainty or the ones
that aim at evaluation of the algorithms in use.

Scoreboard design pattern might be applied in the follow-
ing solutions:

- research applications and projects, aiming at evaluation
of the algorithms and their optimization,

- non-deterministic applications, when the order of execu-
tion is unknown at the design stage and space of possible
solutions is extensive,

- solutions that require continuous improvement and eval-
uation of the changes made.

Scoreboard design pattern might be not efficient in:
- projects with time pressure, as it requires additional
implementation effort,

- deterministic applications, when the control flow is
known at the design stage,

- solutions that have high performance requirements,
as continuous evaluation of modules requires processing
time.

Practical implications of this study on multimodal emotion
recognition:

- it is possible to use (almost) any algorithm or of-the-
shelf solution for emotion recognition, assuming exis-
tence of wrapper or API;

- the algorithms might be easily attached and detached,
allowing for an individualized setting of the solution per
each study and experiment;

- it is possible to integrate the results using late fusion
approach, assuming, there is some mapping to the emo-
tion representation model used in the integration layer;

- as algorithms have diverse accuracies and execution
time, the integration might be continuous - the informa-
tion on recognized emotional states might be updated
with new data; on-line continuous integration requires
solving the issue of diverse latency in processing input
channels by different algorithms. Streams of emotion
estimations must be somehow synchronized.

There are several consequences of using Scoreboard pat-
tern in the design of the particular system that could be
considered as drawbacks:

- difficulty in testing, especially when significant number
of experts is involved - the Scoreboard inherits this
feature from Blackboard predecessor;

- there is no guarantee for obtaining a satisfactory solu-
tion, which is characteristic for non-deterministic sys-
tems;

- reduced performance when there is no sufficient criteria
that reduces solution space and no of experts to call;

- increased implementation time.
The proposed Scoreboard design pattern provided one of

the solutions that address robustness in multimodal recogni-
tion, which was considered as a major issue by [22]. Also
the challenge of adaptability and weight assignment to the
different modalities [44] might be directly supported by the
pattern.

There is a challenge that remains unsolved - effective
modeling and processing of temporal information [42],
which both require further studies. Also accuracy versus
performance trade-off, which restricts the usefulness of such
systems in practical applications [22], remains in Scoreboard-
based solutions.

C. VALIDITY OF THE STUDY
The authors are aware of the fact that this study is not free of
some limitations. First of all, from all the quality criteria listed
in the related work section, only 5 were addressed in this
study. Although we have used the GQM approach to choose
them, one might consider other criteria (e.g. scalability) as
more important. Metrics for the criteria were chosen based on
availability in particular environment and experiment and do
not follow any literature-based framework. The choice was
justified by expected outcome of the Scoreboard pattern on
the resulting architecture. One might propose another set of
metrics for the chosen criteria.

Moreover, in this study we have treated the integration
solution as a black-box and no details were provided on
the used integration nor evaluation algorithms. No detailed
information was provided on which emotion recognition
algorithms were used in the study. This approach was cho-
sen intentionally, as the algorithms might be changed and
adjusted and the goal of this study was to evaluate integration
and not individual algorithms.

Not all criteria were covered by all experiments
(see Table 2). In experiment 1 text processing algorithms
did not differ in accuracy, therefore robustness and avail-
ability criteria was not evaluated. Experiment 2 depended on
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sentiment analysis algorithms used and they did not differed
significantly enough for evaluation of some integration sce-
narios. Therefore additional simulations were performed in
order to address specific scenarios for the criteria.

Case study was evaluated mostly based on quali-
tative approach, although some metrics were provided
(Table 4 and 8). In the case study only Scoreboard-based
architecture was explored in detail.

Although some limitations exits, we are convinced that the
study hypothesis could be accepted. Moreover some of the
shared observations and lessons learned might be interesting
for the other researchers and practitioners in affect recogni-
tion and other multimodal recognition challenges.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The study proposed a new design pattern, called Scoreboard,
which being an extension of Blackboard pattern, addresses
adaptability and robustness in multimodal recognition
systems.

The reliability and the accuracy of an estimate of an emo-
tional state depends on many conditions: availability and
quality of the input channels, environmental variables (tem-
perature, light) as well as on the expressivity of an individual.

The proposed Scoreboard design pattern allows to address
the issues that arise in emotion recognition, as well as in some
other experimental solutions.

An open sample implementation of the Scoreboard pat-
tern is available in the following Bitbucket repository:
https://bitbucket.org/pgscoreboard/scoreboard.
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